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Cosmopolitan nature !
More than ever, the protection of our planet is important and
concerns each and every one of us.
Salim Jah Peter the words and the deeds
(Reggae Vibes Magazine)
After "Les Vautours" and "Hold up du Pouvoir" this third
album "Nature" from the Nigerian artist is composed of fifteen
tracks and was the last cosmopolitan album recorded at the
studio Davout. Salim Jah Peter invited artists such as Winston
McAnuff, Sheik Tidiane Seck, Mamani Keita and Devi Reed.
The sounds of the brass and the intoxicating rhythms of the
percussion accentuate the groove of this cosmopolitan opus.
The difference is a richness that the artist advocates. Through
his african melodies, his roots reggae, his african blues and
his new creation "aye aye groove" a mix of afro-beat and
traditional Niger music and strong texts, the album "Nature"
comes to awaken consciences.

TRACKLISTING
01 - Black Bounty
02 - Soborro Feat. Cheick Tidiane Seck
03 - Amaanaa Feat. Mamani Keita
04 - Nature
05 - Annga Saandey
Feat Winston McAnuff
06 - Gam City
07 - Polygamie
08 - Bouc Emissaire John Doe
Feat. Devi Reed
09 - Ateideibeye Jungle Feat. Lyricson
10 - Yafama
11 - Paris Life
12 - Cinquantenaire Niger
13 - Indignation
(Hommage à Stéphane Hessel)
14 - Boukei
15 - Dub Annga Saandey

Full of humor and generosity never ceasing to share his positive energy with his audience. In his
gravelly and recognizable voice, Salim Jah Peter denounces the scourges of humanity. Listening to
his previous projects, we note here a true artistic direction and special care given to the
production which brings to mind the mythical foundations of the genre.
Artists such as Salim Jah Peter pledge their support, witnessed by their investment with the
association “Racines Profondes” and its project "Nature Eco France Africa" which could also be called
"Nature Eco Tour". Nature, our common root, Salim Jah has made it a song, become the hymn for
nature our mother earth, Respect and common values have brought together this engaged artist and
the association, a story where every gesture counts. Let's keep smiling!
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